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Abstract—In this paper, we conceive novel symbol-based Color-
Shift Keying (CSK)-aided concatenated coding schemes, which
provide attractive performance gains over the comparable bit-
based systems. Quantitatively, our 4CSK-aided and 16CSK-aided
symbol-based concatenated systems require 0.8 dB and 0.45 dB
lower SNR than the equivalent bit-based schemes. In terms of
decoding complexity, the 4CSK-aided and 16CSK-aided systems
reduce the decoding complexity by 67% and 33%, respectively. We
have also analyzed the convergence behavior of our system with
the aid of non-binary EXtrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT)
charts adapted for symbol-based iterative CSK-assisted systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Visible Light Communication (VLC) [1], [2] has emerged
as a promising alternative to the conventional Radio Frequency
(RF)-based wireless systems, since it harnesses the license-free
visible light band. Explicitly, VLC exploits the existing lighting
infrastructure for communication by intensity modulating the
light sources at high speeds. Consequently, data rates of several
Gigabits per second may be achieved over short distances.

The availability of multi-colored LEDs in VLC systems
has led to the development of Color-Shift Keying (CSK),
which is standardized in IEEE 802.15.7 [1] for achieving
high data transmission rates. The research fraternity has pri-
marily focused on optimizing the CSK constellations [3]–[5].
However, recently a soft-decision aided CSK detector was
conceived [6] for iterative CSK transceivers, while CSK aided
unequal error protection schemes were developed in [7] for
video applications. The concatenated CSK-aided code designs
of [6] invoke bit-based iterative decoding, which either requires
improved bit-to-symbol mapping strategies or a three-stage
concatenated system for achieving a vanishingly low Bit Error
Ratio (BER). To circumvent these issues, in this paper we
focus our attention on designing symbol-based iterative CSK-
aided coding schemes. Explicitly, our main contributions are:

• We quantify the symbol-to-bit conversion loss associated
with the standardized IEEE CSK constellations and
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Fig. 1: Symbol-based M -ary CSK-aided VLC system.

conceive symbol-based iterative schemes for alleviating
the loss. Our schemes provide beneficial gains over their
bit-based counterparts both in terms of the achievable
BER performance as well as the decoding complexity
imposed.

• The conventional non-binary EXtrinsic Information
Transfer (EXIT) charts of [8] do not accurately model
the convergence behavior of symbol-based CSK-aided
concatenated systems. Hence, we have carried out non-
binary EXIT chart analysis by modeling the associated
a-priori probabilities using M -ary CSK symbols. Our
results demonstrate that despite the specific nature of the
triangular CSK constellation, our EXIT chart predictions
closely match the Monte-Carlo simulations.

This letter is structured as follows. In Section II, we detail our
system model, followed by a discussion on non-binary EXIT
charts in Section III. Our results are discussed in Section IV,
while our conclusions are offered in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Fig. 1 shows the general schematic of a VLC transceiver
relying on a symbol-based concatenated CSK-aided coding
scheme. Explicitly, any non-binary Forward Error Correction
(FEC) code may be employed as the outer decoder component.
We propose to intrinsically amalgamate a recursive non-binary
Unity Rate Code (URC) [9] with the CSK modulator to create
a composite inner decoder component.

At the transmitter, the information bits x1 are encoded
into the M -ary symbols x

s
1 by the outer encoder of Fig. 1.

The encoded non-binary symbols are interleaved by a symbol
interleaver (πs) and the interleaved symbols x

s
2 are fed to

a non-binary URC encoder having the generator polynomial
of G(D) = 1

1+D
. The URC acts as a precoder, or rather

as a scrambler, having an infinite impulse response, which
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beneficially spreads the extrinsic information without affecting
the overall system throughput (or delay). Finally, the precoded
stream x

s
2 is mapped onto M -ary CSK symbols, which are

modulated using a combination of three distinct LEDs, having
different wavelengths/frequencies. To elaborate further, each
CSK symbol is defined as a point (xm, ym) in the 2D color
space, which is generated using three light sources denoted by
i, j and k. Consequently, the xy color coordinates are mapped
onto the equivalent optical intensity vector s = [si, sj , sk]

T ,
where sp represents the power of the pth light source.

At the receiver, each of the three optical signals are in-
dependently received by a separate Photo Detector (PD),
which converts the received optical signals to electrical signals.
Assuming lossless conversion from the optical to the electrical
domain, the noisy received signal r = [ri, rj , rk]

T can be
represented as:

r = Hs+ n, (1)

where H is a (3× 3)-element matrix, whose diagonal entries
specify the channel gain of each color, while all the other
entries represent the interference imposed by the other colors.
Furthermore, n = [ni, nj , nk]

T characterizes the electrical
AWGN noise, having a total variance of σ2, where the noise
variance at each PD is σ2

0 = σ2/3. In this paper, we consider a
non-dispersive AWGN channel [6], [7], hence H is equivalent
to the identity matrix. Furthermore, we define the electrical
SNR as γe = Es/N0, where Es = E{||s||2}, while N0 is the
total electrical noise power. Here E denotes the expectation
operation, while ||.|| represents the Euclidean norm.

Based on the received signal of Eq. (1), the CSK demodu-
lator of Fig. 1 computes the soft a-priori probabilities A(xs

2)
as follows:

A(xs
2 = m) ≈ P (r|s = s

(m)) =
1

2πσ0
exp

(

−
||r−Hs

(m)||2

2σ2
0

)

,

(2)
where s

(m) is the mth hypothetical M -ary CSK symbol for
m ∈ {0, . . . ,M − 1} and we have assumed that all M -
ary CSK symbols are equiprobable. The soft information of
Eq. (2) is then fed to the URC decoder, which engages in
iterative decoding with the outer decoder, as encapsulated in
Fig. 1. Here the notations A(.) and E(.) denote the a-priori
and extrinsic probabilities, respectively.

Our concatenated design of Fig. 1 invokes a symbol inter-
leaver. By contrast, the bit-based concatenated design of [6]
invokes a bit interleaver, which in turn requires symbol-to-bit
conversion at the output of the CSK demodulator. Explicitly,
the symbol-based probabilities of Eq. (2) are marginalized
to yield the corresponding bit-based probabilities. Since the
bits within a CSK symbol are correlated, the symbol-to-bit
conversion results in information loss, as demonstrated in
Fig. 21. This information loss may be mitigated by invoking an
iterative CSK detector. However, as demonstrated in [6], the
standard CSK detector does not exhibit good iterative capabili-
ties. Consequently, the designs of [6] relied either on improved
signal labeling strategies or on a three-stage concatenated
architecture. As an alternative strategy, our system of Fig. 1

1Non-iterative CSK detector is considered in Fig. 2, whose capacity is the
average mutual information between x

s

2
and A(xs

2
) computed using Eq. (5).
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Fig. 2: Normalized symbol-based and bit-based capacities.
Please note that the capacities are normalized with respect
to the number of bits transmitted per symbol, so that the
maximum achievable capacity is unity for all instances.

relies on the symbol-based probabilities for circumventing the
symbol-to-bit conversion loss.

III. NON-BINARY EXIT CHARTS FOR CSK-AIDED

SYSTEMS

For the sake of predicting the convergence behavior of
the CSK-aided concatenated system of Fig. 1, we invoke a
non-binary EXIT chart [8], which is a semi-analytical tool
conceived for visualizing the exchange of average Mutual
Information (MI) between the inner and outer decoders. Ex-
plicitly, IA(x

s
2) and IE(x

s
2) constitute the inner decoder’s

EXIT curve, while IA(x
s
1) and IE(x

s
1) constitute the outer

decoder’s EXIT curve, where IA(z) (or IE(z)) is defined as
the average MI between z and A(z) (or E(z), respectively)
for z ∈ {xs

1,x
s
2}.

In the conventional EXIT charts of [8], the M -ary a-priori
probabilities A(z) are modeled assuming that the bits within
the M -ary symbol are independent and that they exhibit a
Gaussian distribution. This assumption generally holds for bit-
based systems only, since the symbol-based iterative schemes
preserve the correlation of bits within a symbol [10]. Hence,
we model the M -ary a-priori probabilities based on the
transmission of M -ary CSK symbols over an AWGN channel,
which can be formulated as:

IA(z) = I(s, r) ≡ J(σ2
A), (3)

where s = µ(z) for the M -ary CSK mapper µ, while r =
s+n. Furthermore, I(s, r) represents the normalized M -CSK
channel capacity of Fig. 2, assuming that all CSK symbols
are equiprobable, and J(σ2

A) is a monotonically decreasing
function of σ2

A. More specifically, for a given value of the a-
priori MI IA(z) = b, where b ∈ [0, 1], we model the received
signal r using the channel noise n, whose variance is:

σ2
A = J−1 [IA(z) = b] . (4)

The resultant a-priori probabilities A(z) may then be com-
puted using Eq. (2). This should not be confused with the a-
priori probabilities A(xs

2), which are received from the CSK
demodulator of Fig. 1. It is important to highlight here that
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the symbols in M -CSK constellation are not equally spaced
due to its triangular structure. Nevertheless, as it will be
experimentally demonstrated by our results in Section IV,
our Monte Carlo simulations closely follow the EXIT chart
predictions.

The resultant average extrinsic MI of the inner and outer
decoders can be formulated as [8]:

IE(z) = log2 M + E

[

M−1
∑

m=0

E(z = m) log2 E(z = m)

]

. (5)

Finally, the inner and the inverted outer decoders’ EXIT curves
are plotted in the same graph. Hence, the exchange of MI
between the two components may be visualized as a stair-
case-shaped trajectory. The SNR at which a marginally open
EXIT-chart tunnel is attained defines the convergence threshold
of the concatenated scheme.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section we benchmark the performance of our
symbol-based scheme of Fig. 1 against the equivalent bit-based
design and evaluate the accuracy of our EXIT chart analysis.
The bit-based counterpart is obtained by replacing the symbol
interleaver of Fig. 1 with a bit interleaver. Furthermore, we
have used the standard CSK constellation of [1] for color
band combination (110, 010, 000), which transmits using red,
yellow and blue colors.

As a first design example, we conceive a 4CSK-aided
system, where the memory-3 1/2-rate Recursive Systematic
Convolutional (RSC) code (2, 1, 3) having octal generator
polynomials (15, 13)8 constitutes the outer component; hence,
it is referred to as the RSC-URC-4CSK arrangement. The
EXIT characteristics of the system are plotted in Fig. 3. We
may observe that the convergence threshold of the symbol-
based scheme emerges around γe = −1 dB. By contrast, the
inner and outer decoders’ EXIT curves of the bit-based design
cross-over at this SNR, hence closing the tunnel. Explicitly,
the bit-based scheme requires a 0.75 dB higher SNR to yield
a marginally open tunnel, which permits the decoding trajec-
tories to reach the (1, 1)-point of near-perfect convergence.
The decoding trajectory of the symbol-based scheme is also
plotted in Fig. 3 for a frame length of 10, 000 symbols and
γe = −1 dB, which closely follows the EXIT curves. The BER
performance of the symbol-based RSC-URC-4CSK scheme is
recorded in Fig. 4 for a frame length of 10, 000 symbols.
As it can be observed, the turbo-cliff formulates around
γe = −1 dB, since the performance improves rapidly for γe ≥
−1 dB as the number of iterations increases. This is in line
with the convergence threshold predicted by our EXIT chart of
Fig. 3. We have benchmarked the performance of our symbol-
based scheme against that of the equivalent bit-based design
after a maximum of 15 iterations. It may be observed that
the symbol-based design outperforms its bit-based counterpart.
Explicitly, at a BER of 10−5, the symbol-based design operates
within 1.3 dB of the capacity after 15 iterations, while the bit-
based scheme exhibits a deviation of 2.1 dB from the capacity,
hence requiring around 0.8 dB higher SNR. We may also
observe in Fig. 4 that only 5 decoding iterations are required by
the symbol-based scheme to outperform the bit-based scheme
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Fig. 3: Normalized EXIT curves of the symbol-based and bit-
based RSC-URC-4CSK schemes. Decoding trajectory is also
plotted for the symbol-based system at γe = −1 dB.
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Fig. 4: BER performance of the symbol-based RSC-URC-
4CSK design upon increasing the number of iterations. The
performance of bit-based counterpart after 15 iterations and
that of the non-iterative RSC-4CSK schemes is also plotted
for comparison. Frame length = 10, 000 symbols.

that invokes 15 iterations. Hence, our symbol-based RSC-
URC-4CSK scheme requires 67% less decoding iterations.
We have also recorded the performance of non-iterative RSC-
4CSK schemes relying both on the (2, 1, 3) and on the (2, 1, 8)
RSCs. We have used a memory-8 RSC as our benchmark
because it exhibits a higher decoding complexity than the
RSC-URC-4CSK schemes. Explicitly, both the symbol-based
as well as the bit-based RSC-URC-4CSK schemes invoke
(23 + 21) = 10 trellis states per iteration, hence invoking a
total of 150 states during 15 iterations, which is less than the
256 states invoked by the (2, 1, 8) RSC. Furthermore, we have
used the generators (561, 753)8 for the (2, 1, 8) RSC, which
result in the maximum free distance. Both iterative schemes
significantly outperform the non-iterative ones.

As our second design example, we have analyzed the
performance of a RSC-URC-16CSK scheme in Fig. 5. Specif-
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Fig. 5: Normalized EXIT curves of the symbol-based and bit-
based RSC-URC-16CSK schemes. Decoding trajectory is also
plotted for the symbol-based system at γe = 6 dB.

ically, our RSC-URC-16CSK arrangement invokes a (4, 2, 6)
RSC as the outer component, which has the generators
(11, 0, 2, 0; 0, 11, 0, 2)8. Again, our symbol-based design ex-
hibits a lower convergence threshold than the bit-based sys-
tem and the decoding trajectory of the symbol-based system
matches the inner and outer decoders’ EXIT curves. Explicitly,
the convergence threshold of the symbol-based system is
around γe = 5.5 dB, while that of the bit-based scheme is
γe = 6 dB. We have plotted the resultant BER performance
curves in Fig. 6, which demonstrate that the symbol-based
arrangement operates within 1.7 dB of the capacity at a BER
of 10−5 and after 15 iterations, while the bit-based system
is 2.15 dB away from the capacity limit. Furthermore, the
symbol-based system requires around 10 iterations to outper-
form the bit-based system that employs 15 iterations. Hence,
the decoding complexity is reduced by about 33%. Finally, we
may also observe in Fig. 6 that the bit-based and symbol-based
RSC-URC-16CSK schemes exhibit a sharp turbo cliff, hence
resulting in a much lower BER than the non-iterative RSC-
16CSK schemes, relying on the (4, 2, 6) and (2, 1, 10) RSCs.
The (2, 1, 10) RSC relies on the generators (2335, 3661),
which maximize the free distance. Furthermore, it invokes
1024 trellis states during decoding, which is comparable to the
1020 states invoked by the RSC-URC-16CSK schemes during
15 iterations.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed symbol-based concatenated
coding schemes for CSK transmission for the sake of eliminat-
ing the information loss inherent in the bit-based systems. We
have also adapted the conventional non-binary EXIT charts for
analyzing the convergence behaviour of our non-binary system,
where the bits of a symbol exhibit significant correlation.
Our results demonstrate that the symbol-based coding schemes
outperform their bit-based counterparts both in terms of the
achievable BER performance as well as the decoding com-
plexity imposed. Furthermore, our EXIT chart predictions are
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Fig. 6: BER performance of the symbol-based RSC-URC-
16CSK design upon increasing the number of iterations. The
performance of bit-based counterpart after 15 iterations and
that of the non-iterative RSC-16CSK schemes is also plotted
for comparison. Frame length = 10, 000 symbols.

in conformity with the achievable BER performance, despite
the specific nature of the triangular CSK constellation.
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